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HEY,

HAVE A GOOD BREAK.



Sunday Ice Cream Gives Student With No 
Hope Diarrhea
by Will Kertzman

SARATOGA SPRINGS, NY – This past Sunday, Nadine 
Quandruy ‘20 enjoyed a delicious ice cream in D-Hall 
as part of the “Sunday Sundae” Ice Cream Tradition. 
Nadine, known on campus for being “an absolute 
fucking downer” according to fellow classmates, seemed 
to enjoy her tasty treat as she ate alone at a high table. 
People who sat around her described her face as “being 
full of wonder for the first time” and “swollen or even 
puffy.”

Her sophomore year roommate Abigail Breslin reached 
out to us to comment on this most bizarre event, “It’s 
really inspiring to see someone who I once saw burn a 
picture of Criss Angel in a trash can look so happy for 
once. Also for the last time I am not the Abigail Breslin, 
so stop asking if I live on Nim’s Island with Gerard 
Butler.”

However her joy soon came to an end that night, as 
Nadine spent the night on the toilet. Any hope or joy 
that she may have gained from that ice cream was 
dashed that night as her entire floor was treated to a 
requiem of flatulence. One person on her floor who lives 
next to the bathroom was reached for comment and 
said, “That was someone on the toilet? I thought it was 
a kazoo symphony doing Flight of the Bumblebee. The 
more you know I guess.”

Op-Ed: Turn the On-Campus Starbucks into a Dunkin’ Donuts or I’m Going to 
Commit Arson 
by Margaret Limone

A long line of hungover, dreary students file into Burgess, each looking more desolate than the last. Nothing 
about their demeanor improves when given their garbage beverages. In fact, many worsen. One young man with 
a white turtleneck and yellow backpack begins immediately to weep (pussy). A girl with dyed hair and a septum 
ring gags and spews out the toxic liquid along with her breakfast. A boy in checkered pants falls to the ground, 
convulsing, before slipping away into oblivion. 
This is not an isolated event. This is every single morning at our very own college. How, dear friends, Saratogans, 
and countrymen, did we let this happen? Everyday that Burgess remains a Starbucks, we stray further from the 
light. As all North Easterners and people with brains know, there is only one true, holy coffee chain: Dunkin 
Donuts. I know I am not alone in saying that, daily, I find myself shaking with Dunkin cravings, chewing my 
fingernails to shreds and ripping out large chunks of both head and pubic hair. However, I cannot keep on much 
longer. So I am forced to pose an ultimatum to Philip: replace Starbucks with Dunkin Donuts, or I will burn this 
school to the ground. 
America runs on Dunkin. Wanna know what runs on Starbucks? Communism. Better dead than red, folks. 
Which is why, if Burgess is not changed to a Dunkin within the next several days, I am taking us all out. A mass 
mercy killing, if you will. Please, Philly Glotz, do not force my hand. 

Top 5 Places on Campus to Cry if You 
Have a Roommate
by Jenna Lucash 

5. Don’t. Have you ever considered not crying? Have 
you tried yoga? Meditation? Copious amounts of
marijuana? I’ve heard meth works wonders for 
completely drying up your tear ducts.
4. Under those weird bacteria black lights in the 
showers. I’d be crying too if I had to look my most 
likely cause of death in the eye every time I attempt to 
cleanse myself.
3. In the bathroom while pooping. Everyone does it, 
but no one wants to hear you do it. What better way to 
disguise the fact that your digestive system can’t deal 
with all the fried food in dhall than to sob so hard you 
get even
more dehydrated?   
2. The third floor of the library. Try it, I dare you. 
This isn’t a hot tip or anything, I’m just honestly 
interested. I’m curious to see if you get the same 
reaction I get when I breathe on the third floor of the 
library. Please, it’s for science. 
1. In your room. In front of them. Pussy. What are 
you afraid of? Don’t want your roommate to know 
you have feelings? Now that you’re done with this list, 
here’s a list of things you need to grow: 1. A pair 2. The 
fuck up.
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Some Guy Finished a Marathon in Less Than 2 Hours and Everyone Loves Him, But 
I Finish in Less Than 2 Minutes and I’m “Bad At Sex”
by Justin Rizzi

Talk about a double standard.

Last month, Kenyan long-distance runner Eliud Kipchoge shocked the world by successfully running a full 
marathon in one hour, fifty-nine minutes and forty seconds at a special event in Vienna, Austria. Meanwhile, I 
shocked the stranger in my bed by successfully achieving orgasm in one minute and fifty-nine seconds. Needless 
to say, the reactions to these events were quite different.

When Kipchoge finished his historic race, he was greeted by mobs of screaming fans, congratulated by his family 
and loved ones, and received international news coverage commending him for his phenomenal feat. When I 
finished, the stranger in my bed looked blankly at me, sighed disapprovingly and told me to never call her again.

“Congratulations to Eliud Kipchoge, whose record-breaking marathon will surely be remembered for years to 
come!” tweeted one vocal supporter of people who finish things really fast. “I hope I forget this in the morning,” 
muttered the stranger as she left my house immediately after I came.

Kipchoge, in a recent interview for Time Magazine, said that he does not believe in limits and always knew he 
was capable of a feat as rare as running a marathon in less than two hours. Time Magazine has not contacted me, 
however, nor has any potential lover since my feat of orgasming historically quickly. Some guys get all the luck, I 
suppose.

Business Major Fiscally Conservative, Socially Likes to Bang Art Chicks
by Fred Nelson

In such a polarizing political climate it’s difficult to find anyone brave enough to traverse all the pages in the book 
we call life.  However, Clayton Turner, a business major from Fairfield, CT, provided us with a much-needed 
breath of fresh air last Tuesday when he declared that though he is fiscally conservative, when it comes to social 
issues, he is highly in favor of himself banging art chicks.
Though Turner is staunchly opposed to government healthcare, vocally advocates for lowering taxes on the 
super-rich, and even supports defunding organizations like Meals on Wheels, he stated the other day that he, 
“really want[s] to fuck one of those red side chicks with, like, dyed hair and nose rings. You know one of the ones 
that dress like Angelica from Rug Rats, ya know?” He went on to express, “I voted for Trump because I wanted 
a businessman in the white house but when I see those bangs that she clearly did herself-- while having an 
existential crisis-- I just really wanna smash.”
Turner serves as proof of how one can see both sides of the story, even in an age where American politics is so 
clearly divided into two political camps. We should all try to be more like Turner, who though he believes in 
eliminating welfare and has some interesting opinions about affirmative action, “will still fuck her even if she’s 
got like a shaved head or some shit.”

Bringing Baby Boomers to a Modern Art Museum, or Why I Jumped out a Sixth 
Story Window
by Margaret Limone

Because they’re literally the fucking worst. Jesus Christ, tell me your grandkid could do this one more time and 
I’ll stick an entire lawn mower up my ass. 
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Freshman Sees RA at Party
by Eddie Godino

SKIDMORE COLLEGE – Freshman Lucas Williamson had 
high hopes for his first weekend at college. Drugs, alcohol, 
talking to girls– all things he was eager to try for the first 
time. But nothing could have prepared him for what he saw 
that fateful Friday night. 

The night started off well enough. Lucas and his friends 
began by drinking in his dorm room– a ritual he later 
learned is called a “pre-game” – before heading over to a 
party at some upper-classman’s apartment.  “Everyone’s 
gonna be there,” Lucas’s roommate told him. Unfortunately, 
his drunken exaggeration proved all too accurate. Upon 
their arrival, Lucas was astounded to see more than 15 
people present; a clear violation of the apartment party 
rules stated in the Student Handbook. Then again, Lucas 
had drunk almost a whole beer, so it was possible he was 
merely hallucinating. After weaseling their way inside, the 
freshmen awkwardly stood by the fridge for half an hour 
before mustering the courage to move further in. It was then 
that Lucas saw what would henceforth be burned into his 
brain for all eternity. His RA, a junior by the name of Rich 
Callahan, was at the party, taking a shot with who Lucas 
could only assume were other traitorous RAs. 

“It really gave me trust issues,” Lucas told us in an interview. 
“I mean, this is the same guy who told us to ‘drink 
responsibly,’ meanwhile he’s out partying? What if someone 
back at the dorm got locked out? His sole purpose in life 
is to be there for his residents and he abandoned us, just 
like my dad. I’m definitely removing him as my emergency 
contact.” 

“Is This Palamountain or Bolton?” 
Asks Confused Freshman in D-Hall
by Justin Rizzi

Well, folks, we’ve all been there before. Two 
months into his education at Skidmore and Peter 
Reitman ‘23 has still not gotten the hang of the 
layout. Palamountain Hall and Bolton Hall are the 
two most confusing buildings on campus. One 
second you’re in Palamountain, then you look 
across the hall and it’s Bolton. When asked for 
comment, the architect responded, “Yeah, I really 
got you dipshits on that one, didn’t I?”

Clearly, it could take some time for a first-year 
student to become accustomed to these very 
confusingly designed buildings. Peter searched 
for Bolton 103, the classroom where his EN 105 
class was being held, but he just could not find 
the place. Peter remembered his mother’s advice 
and decided to ask someone for directions. Peter 
stumbled over to Emily’s Garden and asked 
the student making the tempeh BLTs if he was 
currently standing in Palamountain or Bolton. The 
student behind the counter, also a first-year, was 
equally confused, and could not answer Peter’s 
question.

Unfortunately, Peter was forced to drop out in 
shame after learning that the building he was 
standing in was indeed Murray-Aikins Dining 
Hall, and his English class was actually in 
Palamountain all along. We wish Peter good luck, 
wherever he ends up, if he can ever find his way off 
campus.
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Op-Ed: You Gotta Try Crack
by Fred Nelson

Okay so, like, I know what you’re gonna say. You’re gonna be all like “hey Fred don’t go smoking crack” and I’ll 
be like, “shut your fucking mouth, dad, or I’ll rip out your eyes and you’re balls and switch the two, so you got 
eyes for balls and balls for eyes.” BANG! BOOM! ZING! GOT EM! Wait, where were we? Oh right, crack. So I 
was, like, walking down Case the other day and this freshman comes up do me and he’s all like, “hey, you wanna 
hit this crack pipe?” cause I guess that’s, like, the new thing that freshmen are doing these days or some shit 
and I’m all like, “I don’t know man. I heard that shit’s really addictive” and then he’s like, “aww come on, don’t 
be a puss” and I’m like, “jeez okay” so I took one little puff and ZIPPITY DOO DA!! I AM A GOD NOW! So 
that’s how I discovered this whole crack thing and let me tell ya, you gotta try this shit. It feels like your balls are 
hooked up to a car battery but in like a good way, you know? You just wanna walk up to the next dog you see 
and just TEAR IT’S FUCKING FACE OFF, and the great thing about it is it’s cheap SO FUCKING CHEAP!! 
Cheaper than Juul pods! Throw your Juul in the trash and pick up a crack pipe or I’ll FUCKING KILL YOU. Just 
kidding I won’t kill you that was a joke, see, wasn’t that funny? Doesn’t crack make me so funny? They say this 
shit’s addictive but, to be honest, isn’t not smoking crack addictive? Like, you started not smoking crack when 
you were like a little baby or some shit and now you’ve been not smoking crack, your whole life. THEREFORE, 
you are addicted to not smoking crack and you have the nerve to call me a FUCKING CRACKHEAD?! I swear 
to god, dad, if you don’t…. oh god, what’s happening? My head hurts all of the sudden. Jesus Christ, it feels like 
there’s a couple of little demons 69ing inside of it and their horns are poking right into my brain n’ shit. Did I just 
do crack? Fuck. What am I doing with my life? I gotta go lie down. Does anyone have any more crack?
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Parents Hoped Kid Would Be Cooler by 
Now
by Isaac DeMarchi

ROUNDS HALL- In what turned out to be an 
extremely dissapointing Celebration Weekend, 
parents John and Carolyn Shrebman were 
disapointed to find that their son Brendan has 
remained a fucking narc despite being at one of the 
most weed-friendly colleges in the country.“We 
always knew he was a little bit on the shy side, but 
really, no drugs no alcohol no nothing? I offered to 
buy him some beer but he said his friends wouldn’t 
want any,” said mother Carolyn when approached 
by Skidmo’. “We want to support his lifestyle but 
frankly this is concerning.Brendan seems unaffected 
by his parent’s concern, saying he’d rather “play video 
games” or “practice coding” than drink or smoke. 
His friends -- well, friend -- agrees, he reports.

Op-Ed: Why I Started Peeing
by Will Kertzman

A lot of us today are looking for ways to improve our 
lives. For me personally, I’ve tried everything, from 
yoga, to mountain climbing, I even boiled a live dolphin 
just because it was a popular trend. But all these were 
external activities that distracted me from what my body 
and mind were really searching for: peace. That’s why I 
took a trip to Scottsdale, Arizona and went to the Mayo 
Clinic. I wanted to know what I could change physically 
first before I started making changes to my life. And after 
meeting with the first physician it became clear what I 
needed to try: peeing. I’d never heard of peeing before, 
but the physician assured me that if I peed a few times a 
day I’d see massive improvements in my life.

I started to pee about once a day just to not push myself 
too much. Having those 78 minutes in the morning 
to just relax and let all the toxins in my body wash out 
became so relaxing and I couldn’t believe I hadn’t been 
doing it all these years. The next time I went to see the 
physician, he and I agreed I looked momentously less 
curmudgeonly and I had lost the desire to stab fast-food 
workers in the face entirely. Gradually I started peeing 
more, first twice a day, then four times a day, until 
eventually I was peeing around twenty-nine times a day. 
My sessions obviously decreased in time as they became 
more frequent, but my mindset continued to become 
more and more clear. I started feeling grateful for things 
I had taken for granted, like the caterpillar who lives in 
my ear canal—I actually spoke to him and fed him for 
the first time in several months. Turns out, he’s a big fan 
of Hoobastank too!

Eventually I left the Mayo Clinic and have been peeing 
every day for about 4 hours, and it’s been a great blessing. 
If you haven’t tried peeing I strongly urge you to do your 
research and then consult a physician to see if it is the 
right thing for you. All I can say is, once you’ve peed 
you can never look back, and not just because your eyes 
move to the front of your head. 

And She Thought Truth Hurt? Lizzo 
Diagnosed with Osteoporosis
by Justin Rizzi

This week, superstar rapper and singer Lizzo 
received some distressing news from her doctors. At 
an appointment with her orthopedist, Lizzo took a 
lab test, and turns out, she 100% has osteoporosis. 
Osteoporosis is a common condition where one’s 
bones are weaker than usual, and they become 
more likely to break. In other words, Lizzo’s bones 
are great until they gotta be great. Additionally, 
osteoporosis could be inherited genetically, so there 
is a chance that she was born like this and didn’t 
even gotta try. However, it can also be caused by 
factors such as excessive alcohol consumption, in 
which case, you can blame it on the juice, baby.

When reaching out for comment, I asked Lizzo 
how she was feeling, and she replied, “Not good 
as hell, that’s for sure.” She did add, however, that 
she was glad that her doctors did not text her this 
information, and they instead told it straight to her 
face.

We here at The Skidmo’ Daily send our regards to 
Lizzo and all of her loved ones, including her new 
man on the Minnesota Vikings.
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5 Stages of Stepping in a Shower Cum Stain
by Aaron Shellow-Lavine

It’s a tale as old as time itself: you step into the shower only to hear a faint squish come from the underbelly of your 
USA themed Crocs. Best case scenario, its shampoo. Worst case scenario… well, you get the idea. So, to all of the 
innocent and lucky bastards who haven’t yet stepped into the Mysterious White Goo found in most dorm bathrooms 
(looking at you, McClellan), cheers to you- but your time will come. And when it does, you need to be prepared. 
Stage 1: Denial. “Fuck, fuck, fuCK, FUCK!!! This can’t be happening!” Your first reaction to stepping into the 
masterfully placed, still steaming pile of spum on your shower floor is denial. This is natural, but as much as you don’t 
want it to be, you can’t convince yourself that it was just some shampoo. This defense mechanism will only get you so 
far. You must trudge on. 
Stage 2: Anger. As your blanket of safety that was the wool you pulled over your own eyes begins to wear, a deep, 
animalistic rage takes its place. For a brief moment you are transported back to the plains of your ancestors ready to 
smash in the skull of  whoever “ejaculated & evacuated” with the largest boulder you can find. It is key to keep your 
cool. You must not allow your primal instincts take over; if you do you are no better than the monster who left this 
spunky surprise for you. 
Stage 3: Bargaining. When’s the last time you went to Church? It doesn’t matter because not even Jesus can save you 
now -- he might’ve been able to turn water into wine but he certainly couldn’t have done anything fun with cum. 
Well, on second thought… No! Now isn’t time for that! You’re having an existential crisis over the cum on your USA 
themed Crocs, no time to consider whether Jesus could’ve given that sloppy toppy (he definitely could’ve) you’ve got 
to get onto stage 4!
Stage 4: Depression. Well, this is it. You were doing so well up until now. Your grades were up, relatively, you had 
been in semi-regular contact with your mom, and you had been making some really close friends. But with this big 
lob of what puts the Icky into Icky Cookie on your brand new USA themed Crocs, you’ll never recover. Cut off your 
hair, burn your off fingerprints, and take out every other tooth, it’s time for you to return to your wild side! Who cares 
if you run into the wilderness to live the life of a hermit in the foothills of the Appalachian mountains? It’ll just be 
you, the animals, and your cum-covered USA themed Crocs; aka The Life. 
Stage 5: Acceptance. As the last waves of depression clear from your mind, you do what must be done and clean the 
ejaculate from your USA themed Crocs, but you’ll never see them in the same way. Look at you, you made it! And 
we couldn’t be more proud. You know what, go have a nice, long, steamy shower -- you deserve it, champ. And hey, 
maybe rub one out for your ol’ pals here at The Skidmo’ Daily. What’d Harvey Dent say?  “You either die a hero, or live 
long enough to jack off in the shower.” Yeah, something like that. 

Frat Embarks on Trail of Beers for Indigenous People’s Day
by Tom Pahl

PENN STATE- As Thad Thomas shotgunned his thirteenth beer, Bud Light flowed down the sides of his mouth, 
intermingling with tears. Normally, cheap beer, xanax, and the low thumping of Post Malone beats against the 
inside of his frat house was a cause for celebration, but not tonight. Tonight, the Alpha Sigma Sigma fraternity had 
decided to honor Indigenous People’s Day (formerly Columbus Day) (also formerly October 12th) by embarking 
on the “Trail of Beers” in order to honor the Cherokee who were marched from their homes at gunpoint. While 
originally an insensitive display made in protest of the change from Columbus Day, the Trail of Beers had changed 
meaning dramatically under new management, and was now an observation of many traditional Cherokee rituals, 
songs, and a keg stand or six. “You know, my freshman year, this was all about really sticking it to those uptight 
douchebags on campus, but after learning about how the Cherokee were kicked from their native homeland after 
President Andrew Jackson refused to act constitutionally and abide by the Supreme Court Decision in Worcester v. 
Georgia, we realized what a party foul the genocide of American Indians in the United States was,” opined another 
frat brother, wiping away cocaine from his nostril while he played a traditional Cherokee water drum. “The Trail 
of Beers brings us closer to them as they suffered under the harsh cold, we too suffer under the harshly cold taste 
of icey Natty Lights” added another, as he delicately crossed out Andrew Jackson’s eyes on his 20 dollar bills.This 
reporter was moved to tears by the moment of silence for the lost tribes of the American continent, right before it 
was intercut by Thin Lizzy’s “The Boys are Back in Town” being played at an ear-shatteringly loud volume.
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Mexican Robot From ‘Drake and Josh’ Found Turning Tricks for Money on 
U.S.–Mexico Border
by Will Kertzman

TIJUANA, MEXICO – This past Friday, visitors to the U.S. – Mexico border were faced with a harsh reality. Roberto 
Roboto, the robot who appeared in the hilarious third season of the Nickelodeon sitcom, was found in booty shorts 
and heels trying to escort young men back to his house. An onlooker was reached for comment, “It’s just sad you 
know, I remember watching him as a kid thinking ‘man I wanna be just like Roberto Roboto and appear on Drake and 
Josh,’ but I don’t know what’s real anymore. I’m on so much DMT I might be imagining this whole thing.”

A man who had just left Roboto’s Tijuana home was asked if he felt as though he was helping or hurting the former 
star. He replied with, “I just had sex with Roberto Roboto, I am on top of the world. My wife and I have a list of people 
we can sleep with and not be mad at each other about, and Roberto was number one on mine. He said “por favor” just 
like he did on the show, except when this time I followed up his request with a bath in 7up.”

It is not clear if Roboto recently picked up this hustle, or if he’s been at this for a while. Local residents are quite 
dismayed that the robot who had such a bright future has now been condemned to taking baths in 7up with tourists.

Orange Gains Sentience Moments Before 
Being Sliced Open
by Tom Pahl

Skidmore College- Murray-Atkins Dining Hall- 
“OH SWEET CHRIST THE PAIN! THE SHEER, 
SEARING PAIN! I HAVE BEEN ALIVE FOR MERE 
MOMENTS AND ALREADY I FEEL MYSELF 
BEING RIPPED ASUNDER FOR THE BENEFIT OF 
BASER BEINGS,” screeched Phillip, an orange who 
became suddenly aware of not only his own mortality, 
but also the greater universe writ large mere moments 
before Jeremy, Class of 2020, cleaved his skin in twain 
with his brutish fingers. Phillip had only just begun 
to understand that not only was he named Philip, but 
that he was a living, breathing, thinking being on par 
with that of any other human. In the barest moment, 
he received the most pure and unadulterated vision of 
what it means to be alive, to coexist within a world and 
a universe that is as bountiful as it is cold and unfeeling. 
In that moment, Phillip was not simply just seintent, 
Phillip was enlightened. However, Philip was still an 
orange. As such, given his high vitamin C content and 
ability to fight off the common cold, Phillip’s days were 
going to be limited in the Murray-Atkins Dining Hall. 
This reporter, however, was distracted by the cries of a 
watermelon currently being pried apart for melon balls 
that had just discovered not only his own sentence 
but what love, betrayal, and mild discomfort were.
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Guy Kicked Out of Third Floor Library Bathroom for Pooping Too Loudly
by Max LoSardo

SCRIBNER LIBRARY - Disrupting the serenity of the third floor library, Don Ingels ‘23 was kicked out of the 
bathroom for pooping too loudly. 
“This is bullshit,” said Ingels as he was running from the library to his dorm room with his asshole still unwiped.  
“Fuck you guys; I didn’t realize it’d be that loud,” he yelled over the sounds of Physics majors booing and hissing 
him as they threw him out of their sanctuary.
“I am sorry the Ingels boy did not get to finish his poop,” said Anton Capomama ‘21, a Chemistry major who led 
the backlash against Ingels. “But this is the third floor of the library.  The only place we have peace and quiet in 
this loud and chaotic world.  The boy must have known his farts were going to be louder than the average poop.  
It is his fault and no one else’s.”  
Onlookers joined in on the backlash, as student workers and library goers threw books, pencils, and other items 
at Ingels as he hastily made his way out of the library.  “Boo!  Kill him!” people yelled as the farting Ingels fell 
down the library stairs.  “His farts are too loud!  He should have went on the first floor,” said John Smith, an 80 
year old Saratogian who was in the library reading the New York Times Sports Section at the time of the incident. 
Ingels was not present at Press Time, as he was trapped in the Starbuck Center bathroom after clogging the toilet.

Juul Unveils 25 New Unique Flavors, Including Shit, Piss and More
by Ethan Kleppner

In the wake of Juul Labs, Inc. being forced to discontinue its Mango, Creme, Fruit, Cucumber, and Mint flavors 
due to their appeal to young teens, Skidmo’ Daily has exclusively obtained a list of the walloping 25(!!!) new 
flavors to be aimed at older users such as college students: 

1. Ass
2. Your father’s approval
3. Shit
4. Cum
5. Passing grades
6. Pussy 
7. Dick
8. More Shit
9. Free shit 
10. Your Parent’s credit card
11. That vegetable you refused to eat as a kid but now it’s growing on you
12. Piss
13. Poop
14. Glotzbach
15. Foreskin
16. The Tofu from Emily’s Garden
17. The warm touch of another human being 
18. Penis
19. Poop again
20. Turkey (only available seasonally)
21. Pumpkin (only available seasonally)
22. Pine needles (only available seasonally)
23. Penis needles (only available seasonally)
24. The blood of your enemies
25. Shit
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Love at First Like: Catfished by a Russian Hacker
by Holly O’Byrne

Seth Samuels was settling in to his first semester at Skidmore when he was lucky enough to be struck by cupid’s 
arrow. Like most millennials these days, the majority of his social life and any semblance of a personality are all 
online. Seth’s romance began on a lonely Friday night when he got a friend request from Kira Borscht. The two 
instantly hit it off - they had so much in common! It was as if she had read his private profile before they even 
spoke. “We had an instant connection,” said Seth. “Her profile pic was smokin’ hot and she loved old fashioned 
toy car models just like me! It was too good to be true!”

But it was too good to be true, young Seth, oh too good; the honeymoon period soon came to an end. Seth’s 
persistence in trying to hangout was met with what some would call an iron curtain. “Kira’s a Gemini like me 
so I knew she would be shy, but I didn’t know it would go so far as never even facetiming. I’ve heard people still 
talk over the phone like in the olden days but I honestly don’t know how to use my phone except to play Candy 
Crush, so that option was hopeless.”

Reality hit hard when Seth got an email from Facebook stating: “Oops! Some of your information may have 
been shared without your knowledge. Russian hacker Slav Vodkatitz created fake accounts Kira Borscht , Sammy 
Saurkraut, and Mindy Sexytime. If you had any contact with these accounts, he may have shared some of your 
data.” A heartbroken Seth reminisced on his time with Kira, “Now thinking about it, it was strange that she asked 
me to share videos of Pizzagate and claimed that Obama was a terrorist. I don’t regret taking that love personality 
test and sharing it with all my friends though. Kira and mine’s score matched, which proved we were meant 
to be…” The heartbroken Seth is just one of thousands of other lonely, horny boys online who were fooled by 
Vodkatitz. However, these boys shared enough data to secure a 2020 election win for Trump, so Slav’s mission 
was a success! 

BREAKING: Washington Nationals No Longer a Disappointment to My Father, But 
The Jury’s Still Out on Me 
By Jenna Lucash 

BETHESDA, MD - Victory was in the air of the greater D.C area Wednesday evening as the Washington 
Nationals added a second championship trophy to the glass case in Muriel Bowser’s office. The underdogs swept 
the Houston Astros in the 2019 World Series, making history with the first championship title in 95 years of 
Washington baseball. 
What could make a suburban white dad happier? You may think his daughter scraping by with a B on a calc test 
she thought she failed would excite him, or maybe the fact that she’s now writing articles for a super cool satirical 
magazine instead of holing herself up in her dorm, watching anime and sobbing all day. But you would be wrong. 
Nothing I’ve done in the past few years, not graduating high school, not becoming an EMT, not finishing my first 
year of college, has elicited the same reaction from my dad as a bunch of sweaty men hitting a ball with a stick 
really well. I sat patiently at restaurants, birthday parties, and award ceremonies as my dad checked the score on 
his little ESPN app with hope glistening in his eyes, only to watch him grunt in frustration to break the deafening 
silence in my high school’s auditorium. I’ve watched him yell at the TV like he was being forced to watch his 
entire family be brutally murdered. Trust me, I was as ready for these guys to stop being a disappointment as he 
was. 
That was, until I realized that would leave me as the only thing in his life still leaving him wanting more. Now 
that the Nationals have achieved self actualization in his eyes, all he can think about is how I quit soccer in high 
school for jazz band, and then gave up jazz band for fucking around on the Zankel pianos at midnight on a 
Satuday as soon as I got to college, or how my hobbies include self deprecating, drawing characters that aren’t my 
own, and studying but having anxiety about my academic performance anyway. Well, Dad, I guess I really am 
sorry I can’t do what the Washington Nationals did for you. 
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Skidmore News Thinks They’re The Campus Authority, Can’t Even Spell Authority
by Skidmo’ Daily, The Actual Campus Authority

What, you thought this article was a joke? Nope. Check their email.*

*(Also, the quality is theirs too; we would’ve loved nothing more than to blow it up in high-res, trust us.)
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We here at The Skidmo’ Daily were saddened to hear the 
news of the recent pinworm outbreak. Please use this  

guide to stay safe out there. Best of luck, everyone.
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